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Dave Oliver Named New Chief Operations Officer at Aurora Pharmaceutical
September 1, 2021, Northfield, MN – Aurora Pharmaceutical, Inc. – is proud to announce that Dave Oliver has been
named as their new Chief Operations Officer (COO), effective August 30th.
As the newly appointed COO, Oliver will be tasked with overseeing the day to day operations for the company as it
impacts future growth of the company and achieving operational goals. “Aurora has a strong team of talented
individuals who have all contributed to the creation of a formula for success,” said Oliver. “I look forward to taking on
the challenges that come with this new position at Aurora to insure quality results which will lead to future success of
the business.”
A graduate of the University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire, with a degree in Chemistry with an emphasis in Business, Oliver is
also a US Army veteran, serving for 9 years as a combat engineer. Oliver has since built a career within the
pharmaceutical industry that spans more than three decades. Oliver joined Aurora in May 2012 as the Quality Control
Manager, and will be the first to step into the role of COO for Aurora. Oliver currently resides in Cannon Falls, MN with
his family.
“When it was decided to create this role at Aurora we understood the importance of selecting the right candidate for
the job,” said Dr. Mike Strobel, DVM, CEO and Co-founder of Aurora Pharmaceutical. “We are fortunate that we had
Dave as part of the Aurora team already; someone who has an extensive track record of working for growing
pharmaceutical manufacturing companies.”
As Oliver steps into the role as COO, Aurora has also named Eric Randall, another internal candidate, to Oliver’s
previously held position of Quality Control Manager.
“By adding the role of COO, Dave will serve as an integral leader at Aurora to drive continued success as we fulfill our
mission, and serve the veterinarian industry,” said Strobel.

About Aurora Pharmaceutical, Inc.
Aurora Pharmaceutical is a veterinary pharmaceutical product development and manufacturing company
headquartered in Northfield, MN. Based on more than thirty years of experience in veterinary practice, medicine,
agriculture, and research and development, Aurora applies its unique expertise to fulfill a wide array of needs within the
veterinary industry. Aurora strives to create the products needed in the veterinary industry by using innovative, state-ofthe-art, environmentally friendly technologies.

